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Abstract Invasive species are a pervasive problem worldwide and consider-7

able resources are directed towards their control. While there are many aspects8

to invasive species management, deciding how to allocate resources effectively9

when removing them is critical. There are often multiple control methods avail-10

able, each with different characteristics. For example aerial baiting has very11

high overhead costs, while animal trapping incurs a handling time (the trap12

must be reset after each capture). Here we examine a particular challenge that13

managers commonly face when designing eradication programs – specifically14

what type of control measure to rely on at different times during the eradi-15

cation effort? We solve for optimal resource allocation strategies when there16

are two control methods available and one has overhead costs and the other17

has a handling time. We find that, if both controls are being used, the control18

with overhead costs should be used only at the beginning of a project, the19

other control should be used in the latter part of the project, and that there20

is generally an overlap where both controls are used. This contrasts with the21

strategies employed in many eradication projects, where ground control does22

not begin until aerial baiting has ceased.23
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1 Introduction35

Invasive species are responsible for considerable environmental and economic36

damage (Gurevitch and Padilla, 2004; Pimentel et al, 2005; Simberloff et al,37

2013), and substantial resources are directed towards their control (Veitch and38

Clout, 2002). Although invasive species eradications can result in large conser-39

vation gains (Jones et al, 2016), resources to complete eradications are limited40

(McCarthy et al, 2012). As such, there is a large body of work focusing on41

allocating conservation resources as effectively as possible. In doing this, man-42

agers must decide how to use the different types of available control methods43

through time.44

Multi-method control projects arise across a diverse range of systems. For45

example, the rabbit eradication on Macquarie Island, an Australian subantarc-46

tic island, used a combination of aerial poison baiting and canine-assisted47

ground hunting (Robinson and Copson, 2014; Terauds et al, 2014). The pro-48

gram started with aerial baiting and switched to ground hunting once a ma-49

jority of the population was removed. Similar strategies also arise across in-50

vertebrate and weed control problems (Baker et al, 2017; Hodgson et al, 2014;51

Noble and Rose, 2013). The conventional wisdom is to use broad-scale aerial52

treatments during the early stages of the project, while the invasive species53

abundance is high. This is because these types of methods have very high54

overhead costs (i.e. the cost of using an aircraft), and the cost is only justified55

if many invasive individuals can be removed.56

We focus on how the cost structure involved in implementing different con-57

trol actions shapes the best way to combine different control actions during58

an invasive species eradication program. Some studies have considered aspects59

of this problem while pursuing other questions. However, none to our knowl-60

edge has focused specifically on the effects of the cost structure of different61

controls. Many analyses about invasive species control have focused single-62

species, single-control problems (Baker and Bode, 2016; Baxter et al, 2008;63

Chades et al, 2011; Hastings et al, 2006; Walker et al, 2015). There has also64

been work in designing management strategies that take into account multiple65

species (Bode et al, 2015; Carrasco et al, 2010; Epanchin-Niell et al, 2014;66

Kern et al, 2007; Lampert et al, 2014), and analyses that consider multiple67
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control strategies in invasive species control (Blackwood et al, 2012; Marten68

and Moore, 2011) and epidemiology (Fenichel and Horan, 2007; Horan et al,69

2008). However, these analyses do not allocate resources dynamically between70

control methods for invasive species control.71

While multi-method control has been somewhat overlooked in the inva-72

sive species control literature, the analogous problem in fisheries management,73

where multiple fishers harvest a single resource, has been studied (Armsworth74

et al, 2011; Cook and McGaw, 1996). A key difference between these harvest-75

ing problems and invasive species control is that the objective in a harvesting76

system is often to find an equilibrium solution. However, for invasive species77

eradication problems the transient aspect of the problem is the most interest-78

ing. That is, how to get from the current state to zero, or very low, abundance79

while minimising cost (Baker and Bode, 2016). Hence, in this paper we con-80

sider the problem of eradicating an invasive species population when there are81

two different control methods available. In particular, we examine how over-82

head costs on one control and a handling time on the other affects the optimal83

control strategy, and we solve to see how managers should dynamically alter84

their resource allocation to different control methods through time. We begin85

by treating the optimal control problem, and then we start by solving using86

only one control and build in complexity, by adding handling times, a second87

control and finally overhead costs.88

2 Methods89

We use an ordinary differential equation to model the abundance of the invasive90

species, n, through time:91

dn

dt
= rn

(
1− n

k

)
− f1(n, e1)− f2(n, e2), (1)

with e1 and e2 representing the efforts of control method one and control92

method two, respectively. The first term is a logistic growth term, with intrinsic93

growth rate r and carrying capacity k. The functions f1 and f2 model the rate94

of reduction in the abundance of the species as a function of control effort and95

species abundance.96

Throughout this analysis, we assume that control method one has an over-97

head cost, while control method two incurs a handling time. Overhead costs98

appear when there is an additional cost to using a control method, that does99

not depend on the amount of effort employed. For example, during aerial bait-100

ing activities, there is a cost of hiring the aircraft that does not depend on101

how many hours it is used per day. Hence, there is a fixed cost (cost of hire102

per day) and a variable cost (cost of labour and baits). A handling time limits103

the total number of individuals removed per day. This models ground-based104

control methods such as trapping, where a certain amount of time is required105

to reset a trap before it can be effective again. For example, if a trap is checked106
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once per day, then any single trap cannot capture more than one individual107

per day. While any control method would likely have some overhead cost and108

handling time, we consider a situation where the overhead cost of method one109

is much greater than method two; and similarly, the handling time of method110

two is much greater than method one. Hence, we only model overhead costs111

on method one and handling times on method two, such that we can clearly112

examine the differences between these two types of control.113

The functional form of the rate of population removal by the two methods114

are given by115

f1(n, e1) = n
µ1

d1
log(1 + d1e1) (2a)

f2(n, e2) =
µ2n

d2 + µ2hn
log(1 + d2e2), (2b)

where u, d, e and h are non-negative, and a discussion of their values is given116

in Section 2.3. The µi parameters set the effectiveness of control method i, and117

the di parameters model marginal diminishing returns on control effort. Large118

values of di correspond to methods where returns diminish very quickly, while119

in the limit di → 0, fi becomes linear in ei. We assume that control method120

two has a handling time, h (Holling, 1959). This formulation means that at121

low abundances the rate of decline of the species is proportional to abundance,122

while at very large abundances, the rate of decline is equal to log(1 + d2e2)/h.123

Figure 1 shows how these two control methods depend on the invasive species124

abundance and the level of control effort. The effectiveness of method one125

does not depend on the abundance, while method two is more effective when126

populations are small. There is no ‘correct’ functional form for diminishing127

returns (Baker and Bode, 2016), and we choose this formulation so that the128

derivative of fi at ei = 0 is finite. The factor of µi/di in fi ensures that the129

rate of removal at low effort and low invasive species abundance scales with130

µi:131

lim
n→0

1

n

∂fi(n, ei)

∂ei

∣∣∣∣
ei=0

= µi. (3)

The management goal is to eradicate the invasive species at minimum cost. In132

our model, the invasive species abundance can only approach zero, so setting133

a final time condition that n = 0 is not appropriate. Rather, we set the final134

time condition to be135

n(T ) = 1. (4)

This is reducing the population to a threshold level below which the popu-136

lation would no longer be viable. For our purposes we consider n = 1 to be137

conservative, and reducing a population below a certain threshold is a common138

management target (Blackwood et al, 2012). As the invasive species target is139
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Fig. 1 (a) Per-capita rate of decrease in invasive species abundance caused by the control
methods, at different starting abundance levels. The effectiveness of e1 does not depend
on the abundance, while e2 is more effective when populations are small. (b) The rate
of decline for various handling times. When h = 0, the rate of decline increases linearly
with abundance (constant per-capita decrease). However, with h > 0, the rate of decreases
increase with abundance, but is limited by the handling time. Parameter values are: µ1 = 1,
d1 = 1, b1 = 0, µ2 = 2, d2 = 1, n = 10, and h = 0.15, unless stated otherwise in the figure.

given by the a boundary condition, the objective functional is simply to min-140

imise the total cost:141

J(e1, e2) =

∫ T

0

[S1(e1(t)) + S2(e2(t))]e−δtdt, (5)

where Si(ei(t)) is the spending on ei at time t, and e−δt is economic discount-142

ing, at rate δ. We also require that143

e1(t) ≥ 0 and e2(t) ≥ 0 ∀t. (6)

In general, we use144

S1(e1(t)) = Ie1>0b1 + c1e1(t) (7a)

S2(e2(t)) = c2e2(t), (7b)

where Ie1>0 is an indicator variable that is equal to 1 when e1 > 0 and 0145

otherwise, meaning that this cost, b1, is only incurred when e1 is positive (Reed,146

1974; Spulber, 1982). There are issues solving optimal control problem when147

the objective is discontinuous. To simplify the problem, we assume that e1 will148

only switch on and off once. Specifically, we assume that e1 will be positive149

from t = t0 until some time, ts, and zero until t = T , with 0 ≤ t0 ≤ ts ≤ T (t0150

is not fixed to be zero). We then solve the optimal control problem as normal151

(ignoring b1, as objectives can be scaled by an arbitrary constant without152
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changing the solution (Lenhart and Workman, 2007)) for a range of t0 and153

ts, in increments of 0.1. We do this by setting µ1 = 0 when t < t0 or t > ts.154

We then include b1 to calculate the true cost of each solution and choose the155

values of t0 and ts that minimises the objective.156

2.1 Optimal control157

When b1 = 0, the first step characterising the optimal solution is to form the158

Hamiltonian:159

H = [ωn+ c1e1 + c2e2] e−δt + λ
[
rn
(

1− n

k

)
− f1(n, e1)− f2(n, e2)

]
, (8)

where λ is the co-state variable, which satisfies the differential equation160

dλ

dt
= −∂H

∂n
= −ωe−δt − λ

[
r − 2rn

k
− ∂f1(n, e1)

∂n
− ∂f2(n, e2)

∂n

]
= −ωe−δt − λ

[
r − 2rn

k
− µ1

d1
log(1 + d1e1)− d2µ2 log(1 + d2e2)

(d2 + hµ2n)2

]
,

(9)

This equation has no initial or final time condition, and this is due to the state161

equation having an initial and a final time condition. The objective functional,162

Eq. (5), is minimised when the Hamiltonian, Eq. (8), is minimised everywhere163

(Lenhart and Workman, 2007). When the optimal controls are nonzero, we164

take the derivatives of the Hamiltonian, with respect to the controls, and set165

them equal to zero:166

∂H

∂e1
= c1e

−δt − λ∂f1
∂e1

= 0 (10a)

∂H

∂e2
= c2e

−δt − λ∂f2
∂e2

= 0. (10b)

This leads to167

e1(t) =
nλµ1e

δt − c1
c1d1

(11a)

e2(t) =
d2µ2nλe

−δt − c2d2 − c2hµ2n

c2d2(d2 + hµ2n)
. (11b)

To ensure that this is a minimum, we see that the second derivatives of H168

with respect to e1 and e2 must be positive when evaluated at all control pairs.169

Hence, solving the system of equations (1), (4), (9) and (11), gives the solution170

to our optimal control problem.171
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Eq. (10) also implies that when the optimal controls are nonzero,172

(
∂f1
∂e1

)
c1

=

(
∂f2
∂e2

)
c2

(12)

µ1

c1(d1e1 + 1)
=

d2µ2

c2 (d2e2 + 1) (d2 + hµ2n)
. (13)

Eq. (12) is a statement about marginal benefits and costs. Here, the marginal173

benefits are the increase the rate of a decline due to an increase in control174

effort, and the marginal costs are simply c1 and c2. It says that, whenever175

there exists an internal solution (i.e. e1 > 0, e2 > 0), the ratio of marginal176

benefits and costs of each action must be equalised. As the magnitude of177

control effort increases the ratio of the marginal benefits and costs decreases.178

The exact level of effort is determined by the adjoint, λ. Solutions where one179

of the controls is switched off for all or part of the time occur when the ratio180

of marginal benefits and costs of one method is unable to match that of the181

other. When this occurs clearly depends on the parameter values, but it also182

depends on λ and the population size n. Due to handling times, the marginal183

benefits of e2 increase as the n decreases.184

2.2 Numerical solution185

We solve the system of equations, Eqs (1), (9), (4) and (11) using boundary186

value problem software in MATLAB (bvp4c). Some combinations of parame-187

ters could not be solved from arbitrary initial guesses. In these cases we used188

continuation. That is, we started with a set of parameters that we were able189

to solve. We then used that solution as the initial guess for a nearby set of190

parameters, and we repeated this process until we arrived at a solution for our191

target parameter set.192

2.3 Parameter choices193

Our primary focus in the paper is on the role of overhead costs on one con-194

trol variable when compared to handling time limitations on the other. We195

chose values for the key parameters governing the size of these cost terms to196

ensure the relative variation was appropriately captured. Specifically we as-197

sumed that the units of effort to be the number of (full time equivalent) people198

working on the project at any given time. As such, we set the cost, c1 and c2,199

to both be USD$50,000. Eradications typically cost between USD$200,000 and200

USD$2,000,000 (Holmes et al, 2015), and aircraft hire is often around 35% of201

the total project cost. Therefore we consider three values of b1: USD$70,000,202

USD$300,000 and USD$700,000. Other parameters were chosen to be more203

indicative of a government program focused on eradicating a population of a204
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fast-growing species on a small to medium sized island. Specifically, we as-205

sumed a 3% discount rate, a continuous time intrinsic rate of increase of r=1,206

and a total population size of 1000. We use a time horizon of T = 2.207

There are no clear values to choose for the remaining parameters, and the208

aim in this paper is to explore how the optimal solution is affected by the con-209

trol function parameters. Hence, we explore how different solutions arise from210

different parameter choices. We assume that both control methods should be211

used for at least part of the project. As the handling time reduces the efficacy212

of method two, we always choose µ2 ≥ µ1, and specific parameter values are213

given throughout the results. It would be possible to conduct experiments to214

determine these control parameters. Though, multiple trials would need to be215

conducted, with varying effort and at locations with different abundances, to216

get good estimates of µ2, d2 and h concurrently. Additionally, it is important to217

know how much altering parameters changes the optimal solution, as the best218

management strategy can be robust to changes in parameter values (Baker219

et al, 2016; Li et al, 2017).220

3 Results221

We initially solve for the optimal solution with a single control (control 2)222

where there is a handling time and there are no overhead costs (Figure 2).223

With no handling time, the control effort increases monotonically through224

time, which is expected from previous work (Baker and Bode, 2016). This is225

because as the population decreases, the amount of effort to reduce an indi-226

vidual increases and the growth rate is highest at small populations. However,227

introducing handling time causes the control effort to peak near t = 1. This228

internal peak arose whenever handling time was positive, and the shape of the229

optimal control is remarkably similar when handling time was positive.230

Next, we solved using both control methods, but without overhead costs231

(Figure 3). The addition of a second control means that e2 is no longer always232

used throughout the whole time period, rather, as the handling time increases,233

it is only used in the latter part of the project. This is the time when the small234

invasive species population means that it can attain a high per-capita removal235

rate. This causes a matching change in the shape of e1. In each solution, e1236

has an internal maximum, and the larger the handling time, the later this237

maximum occurs. This is because with high handling times, e2 starts to take238

over later, meaning that e1 must be used predominantly for longer.239

Finally, we solved the optimal control problem with overhead costs on240

control one and with a handling time in control two (Figure 4). In this case241

we get a big qualitative shift in the optimal solution. We find that e1 does not242

only decline in the latter stages of the project, provided that the overhead cost243

is large enough, e1 can switch off entirely. The presence of overhead costs puts244

pressure on control method one to be used for a short time at high intensity.245

Balancing this is the effect of diminishing marginal returns on control effort,246

meaning that the control effort only gets very large (and for a short time247
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Fig. 2 The optimal control using only e2 with varying handling time, h. The invasive
species abundance for each solution is given in the left plot and the corresponding optimal
solutions, with matching line style, are in the right panels. In each plot, the effort is scaled
such that the maximum of each solution is 1 to clearly illustrate how the shape of the
optimal control changes with h. With handling time the control effort has an internal peak,
while with no handling time, the control effort increases monotonically. Parameter values
are: n(0) = 1, 000, r = 1, k = 1, 000, µ2 = 5, d2 = 2, c2 = 50, 000, and δ = 0.03.

period) when the overhead costs become very high. Control method one is248

used at the beginning because control method one is most effective when the249

population is large. Control method one switches off once the marginal benefits250

versus marginal costs of method two is always better than method one (see251

Eqs. (12) and (13)). Using control method one for only part of the project252

results in lower costs compared to the optimal resource allocation if control253

one were available for the entire project. In the case where b1 = 300, 000, the254

saving is 9% and for b1 = 700, 000, the saving is 22%.255
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4 Discussion256

We find that the shape of the optimal solution depends on the presence of257

overhead costs, whether handling times are present, and the number of con-258

trol methods available. Similar work without handling times has suggested259

that control effort should increase throughout a project when only one con-260

trol method used (Baker and Bode, 2016). However, we find that introducing261

handling time changes this, and that, even with a small handling time, the262

optimal solution changes to peak near the middle of the project. This also263

leads to a change in the decline of the invasive species. With a handling time,264

the invasive species declines much more quickly at start of the project and265

slower at the end of the project, compared to the case without a handling266

time. While we focused on overhead costs and handling times, there are other267

interesting aspects to this problem, in particular how the species growth rate268

and diminishing marginal returns parameter affect the optimal solution, and269

these interactions are discussed in Baker and Bode (2016).270

When a second control without a handling time is added, we find that271

the optimal solution shifts such that control method two no longer has an272

internal peak, rather it increases throughout. However, when we added an273

overhead cost to this method, we found that method one should be used from274

the start and for potentially only part of the project, while method two is275

not used immediately. Though, we note that control method two is started276

while method one is still in use. This result (that there is a period of overlap277

when both methods should be deployed) is particularly interesting because it is278

common for eradication projects to begin with broad-scale aerial control, which279

is followed by ground based control (Algar et al, 2002; Kessler, 2002; Mowbray,280

2002; Macdonald and Leaman, 2002; Veitch, 2002). These results indicate that281

the ground based control should start while the broad scale control is ongoing,282

and this has occasionally been implemented on-ground (McClelland, 2002).283

There are a range of other aspects to invasive species control that we did284

not treat here. Our analysis focused on controlling a single species, but, the285

removal of an invasive species often has an impact on other species present in286

the ecosystem (Doherty et al, 2015). For example, in some situations, control287

problems should be formulated with endemic species in the objective to ensure288

that the strategy will not only remove the invasive species, but also benefit the289

ecosystem (Bode et al, 2015). Our model is purely temporal and is best suited290

to island control projects. However, the underlying concepts about allocating291

resources between different control methods should carry over to more general292

spatial cases (Baker, 2016). Related problems include decisions about when293

to begin controlling a spreading invader (Sims and Finnoff, 2013; Sims et al,294

2016), allocating funds towards quarantine (Moore et al, 2010; Rout et al,295

2011, 2014) and allocating effort towards detecting species (Epanchin-Niell296

et al, 2012; Hauser and McCarthy, 2009; Mehta et al, 2007; Morrison et al,297

2007; Ramsey et al, 2011; Regan et al, 2011). In general, each of these different298

aspects can have multiple methods, and, as our work has shown, deciding how299

to allocate resources between them is complicated because the optimal tem-300
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poral allocation for a certain method depends both on its own characteristics301

(e.g., its cost structure) and what other methods are available.302

Invasive species control projects are expensive and high profile (Holmes303

et al, 2015), and it is important to allocate resources carefully throughout a304

project. When multiple control methods are being used, cost-effective resource305

allocation relies on a strong understanding of the costs and benefits of each306

method. This is complicated as these will change throughout a project as the307

invasive species population changes. Mathematical modelling and optimisation308

is a good way to deal with this complexity and identify optimal strategies309

(Armsworth and Roughgarden, 2001). In our analyses, knowing when to cease310

using the method with large overheads is vital, and getting it right can lead311

to large savings. Despite the potential benefits, we are not aware of invasive312

species management projects that have explicitly incorporated this type of313

analysis when determining the allocation of multiple control methods. There314

is a strong push for conservation decision-making to be open and transparent315

(Blomquist et al, 2010; Donlan et al, 2014; Gregory and Long, 2009), and316

mathematical solutions and analysis should be a part of it.317
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